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Convention: I is shattered by * nonempty 1.

&of WLOG N=<1, ..., n3. Denote by sh(k) the family
j

of all subsets of X shattered by 1. To prove

|x) =(s(x)),

· partition of according to
the value at point m, i.e.

H =Nor x,

where t0 =(h+x: h(x)
=03 and (, =4h + 0:h(n) =24

·f subset hix.. id)<N shattered by to or
the is also

shattered by H. Thus

Ish(e)1 = (sh(t) 1 +Ith(eL/@ (x)
↑ ↑

domain = [1,..., n-13

· Iterate: partition to and the according to the value h(n-1):

&(x(ko)) + (x((0))+ (xh(X,d))
+ ((x,,))0

... down to single-point classes,
each of which

shatters one set 0...(89)
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·MISTAKE: we double counted in (*) ⑧

He sets that are shattered

by both to and the shHd··· sh(f)

· FIX: suppose his ..., id) is shattered by 5th to and H. >

Xlabet assignment (1 ...,Yd90, 13

Eh+k= h(i=yi,...,h(id)
=yich(n) =0

Ege(: g(i)
=yi...,g(id) =yi,g(x)

=2

- Sin, ..., id, his is shattered by t=100K, (chooseenter a
--

↑
This set is NOT shattered by either to or 81 - it was NOT counted before

·EA set that we dable counted, we find a set we never
counted
-

- (*) is true. Proceed as before. QED
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· By def of us dimension. A subset shattered by t

has cardinality Eva (x) =id.
So Pajor's hmma yields

121 =#(subsets of , ..., n3 with card. (d) = (k).
N

#Aheadaboutheras acan
of

operate

#
mple

< O

: 16ae8kn](a) Integerterrals xe-idai

I uc(x) =2 (as in the previous lecture for real interval)

(2) =1+n
+ (k)

=(h) * PajorKmana is sharp

zero function azb #pairs (a<b)

(b)x = hall functions on an unpoint domain supported by Ed pts'

xc(x) =d (nW?) and 1x1 = E(*) Esharp again,

RarkPE () = (n)(nw3, Problem i a

dyE log(l dlog(E),
where devs(e

&Heuristically, log (t)=#bits to specify a function in th

d = vc(s) - #parameters that describe functions in f

=>log(f) Id is expected.
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